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ABSTRACT
We report on H-band spectra of chemically peculiar Mercury-Manganese (HgMn) stars
obtained via the SDSS/APOGEE survey. As opposed to other varieties of chemically
peculiar stars such as classical Ap/Bp stars, HgMn stars lack strong magnetic fields
and are defined by extreme overabundances of Mn, Hg, and other heavy elements. A
satisfactory explanation for the abundance patterns remains to be determined, but
low rotational velocity is a requirement and involvement in binary/multiple systems
may be as well. The APOGEE HgMn sample currently consists of 269 stars that were
identified among the telluric standard stars as those whose metallic absorption content
is limited to or dominated by the H-band Mn ii lines. Due to the fainter magnitudes
probed by the APOGEE survey as compared to past studies, only 9/269 stars in the
sample were previously known as HgMn types. The 260 newly-identified HgMn stars
represents a more than doubling of the known sample. At least 32% of the APOGEE
sample are found to be binary or multiple systems, and from multi-epoch spectroscopy,
we were able to determine orbital solutions for at least one component in 32 binaries.
Many of the multi-lined systems include chemically peculiar companions, with note-
worthy examples being the HgMn+Ap/Bp binary HD 5429, the HgMn+HgMn binary
HD 298641, and the HgMn+Bp Mn+Am triple system HD 231263. As a further pecu-
liarity, roughly half of the sample produces narrow emission in the C i 16895 A˚ line,
with widths and radial velocities that match those of the Mn ii lines.
blank
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1 INTRODUCTION
Whereas strong magnetic fields are the cause of the chemical
peculiarities in classical Ap/Bp stars, the origin of the oc-
casionally extreme heavy metal abundances in HgMn stars
remains to be determined. The HgMn stars are typically de-
fined by their optical spectra, in which overabundances of
Hg (up to 6 dex over Solar; e.g., White, et al. 1976) and Mn
(up to 3 dex over Solar; e.g., Smith & Dworetsky 1993) are
the most obvious anomalies. Modern research shows that
HgMn stars actually exhibit what appears to be a steady
? E-mail: drewski@nmsu.edu
increase of overabundance with increasing atomic number
(Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016). Other elements that can be
readily confirmed as overabundant using ground-based data
include P, Ga, Y, Xe, Pt, and Au. At the same time, light
elements such as He are typically found to be underabun-
dant (e.g., Castelli & Hubrig 2004). Strong isotopic anoma-
lies have been detected for the chemical elements Ca, Pt,
and Hg, with the patterns changing from one star to the
next (Hubrig et al. 1999; Castelli & Hubrig 2004).
Classification of HgMn stars based solely on the pres-
ence of Hg ii and Mn ii lines in the optical has naturally re-
sulted in a very narrowly-defined and homogeneous sample
compared to other chemically peculiar stars like the mag-
netic Ap/Bp stars and the (also poorly understood) metallic-
c© 2019 The Authors
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lined Am/Fm stars. The HgMn stars cover a small spectral
type range of B7–A0 main sequence stars (Renson & Man-
froid 2009), and with an average rotational velocity of just
<v sin i>≈30 km s−1 (maximum v sin i around 100 km s−1),
they are slow rotators as a rule. Considering the HgMn star
catalogs of Schneider (1981), Renson & Manfroid (2009),
and Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016), as well as more recent
finds by Alecian, et al. (2009); Gonza´lez & Levato (2009);
Monier, Gebran & Royer (2015, 2016); Monier, et al. (2017);
C´alıskan & U¨nal (2017); Hu¨mmerich, et al. (2018), we esti-
mate that there were 194 Galactic HgMn stars known prior
to this work.
Over the past few decades it has become clear that
the distributions of most or all elements on the surfaces
of HgMn stars are inhomogeneous, i.e. these are stars with
chemical/abundance spots. This was initially suspected by
Hubrig & Mathys (1995) based on the dramatically differing
strength of the Hg ii 3984 A˚ line for binary HgMn stars with
similar spectral types but different inclination angles, and
it was confirmed for the first time by Malanushenko (1996),
who found that the radial velocities of the He i lines of α And
were variable with a period corresponding to the rotation pe-
riod of the star. Recent high-resolution spectroscopic studies
have subsequently shown that abundance spots on HgMn
stars are the rule rather than the exception (Briquet, et al.
2010; Hubrig, et al. 2010; Makaganiuk, et al. 2011, 2012,
etc.). The spot patterns not only differ strongly from el-
ement to element, they are also highly variable, changing
over timescales as short as a few months (e.g., Korhonen,
et al. 2013). It is well known that in the case of Ap/Bp
stars, the spot patterns are correlated with the topology of
their strong, global magnetic fields. The existence of abun-
dance spots on the comparatively non-magnetic HgMn stars
is therefore quite perplexing. However, the problem may be
partially resolved by the recent detection of variable, weak,
tangled magnetic fields in two HgMn stars (Hubrig, et al.
2020).
Another key aspect of HgMn stars seems to be their
high rate of binarity/multiplicity. Based on a check of lit-
erature radial velocity and binary orbit studies, Hubrig &
Mathys (1995) found that the multiplicity fraction may be
as high as 67% and that there was a preference for orbital
periods shorter than 20 days. Scho¨ller, et al. (2010) sub-
sequently used high-contrast imaging to detect visual com-
panions around 28 of 56 observed HgMn stars, suggesting a
multiplicity fraction of at least 50%. Recently, Kervella, et
al. (2019) studied the multiplicity fraction of nearby stars
by combining proper motions from the Hipparcos and Gaia
catalogs to check for proper motion anomalies (PMa) indica-
tive of one or more companion objects. Of the 155 HgMn
stars included in the study, 60/155 are known visual multi-
ple stars and 36 of these 60 exhibit significant PMa. Another
43 HgMn stars for which companions have not been visually
identified also exhibit signficant PMa, leading to a total of
103/155 (66%) definite or possible multiples, consistent with
the findings of Hubrig & Mathys (1995).
The companions of HgMn stars are frequently also
found to be chemically peculiar. The bright HgMn binary
46 Dra is one of the more remarkable examples, since the
companion is a nearly equal mass star that also shows
the HgMn pecularities (Tsymbal, et al. 1998). The 41 Eri,
HR 7694, and HD 33647 systems are further examples of
HgMn+HgMn binaries. A few systems also include magnetic
chemically peculiar companions, with fields having been
measured in the Am companion of χ Lup (Mathys & Hubrig
1995) and in the Ap companion of HD 161701 (Hubrig, et
al. 2014). The latter system is noteworthy in terms of being
the only known example of an HgMn+Ap binary (Gonza´lez,
et al. 2014). More typically, the companions are found to be
Am stars, especially the cooler ones (Ryabchikova 1998).
In the HgMn binaries with synchronously rotating com-
ponents, the stellar surfaces facing the companion star usu-
ally display low-abundance element spots, whereas the sur-
face of the opposite hemisphere, as a rule, is covered by
high-abundance element spots (Hubrig et al. 2012). Mem-
bership in binary and multiple systems may therefore be an
important clue toward developing a better understanding of
HgMn stars.
The puzzling pattern of chemical abundances and vari-
ability, as well as the poorly understood role of magnetic
fields in the HgMn stars challenges our very understanding
of the nature of these objects. In the following, we report on
the detection of 269 HgMn stars (only 9 previously known)
in the H-band spectra obtained within the framework of the
SDSS/APOGEE survey. This new sample represents a more
than doubling of the number of known HgMn stars, and is
generally an extension of the known sample to fainter mag-
nitudes than have been probed in past studies. In addition
to analyzing the H-band line content and line profiles of
HgMn stars for the first time, we use the multi-epoch spec-
tra available for most of the stars to measure radial velocities
(RVs) and search for binaries. Where possible, we also esti-
mate orbital parameters for the numerous single-lined (SB1),
double-lined (SB2), and triple-lined (SB3) spectroscopic bi-
naries among the sample.
2 DATA
2.1 SDSS/APOGEE H-band Spectroscopy
The APOGEE instruments are 300-fiber, R = 22,500, H-
band spectrographs that operate on the Sloan 2.5m telescope
(Gunn, et al. 2006) at Apache Point Observatory (APO,
APOGEE-N) and on the Du Pont 2.5m telescope (Bowen
& Vaughan 1973) at Las Campanas Observatory (LCO,
APOGEE-S). Each APOGEE instrument records most of
the H-band (15145–16960 A˚; vacuum wavelengths used in
this paper) on three detectors, with coverage gaps between
15800–15860 A˚ and 16430–16480 A˚ (Wilson, et al. 2019) and
with each fiber subtending a ∼2′′diameter on-sky field of
view. The typical exposure time for an APOGEE ‘field’
(1.5◦–3◦ diameter area of sky) is one hour, or roughly the
time needed to reach signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) of 100 for
stars with H 6 11 mag. The fields are usually observed mul-
tiple times on different nights, months, or years, to accumu-
late signal for fainter targets, and the individual spectra are
later combined to produce high quality spectra for chemi-
cal abundance analysis. Majewski, et al. (2017) provided a
detailed overview of the APOGEE survey, and Nidever, et
al. (2015) described the data reduction process. This paper
makes use of spectra obtained during both SDSS-III (Eisen-
stein, et al. 2011) and SDSS-IV (Blanton, et al. 2017) and
reduced by the 15th SDSS data release (DR15; Aguado, et
al. 2019) version of the reduction pipeline.
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Figure 1. HgMn versus Ap/Bp classification, based on compar-
ison of the strength of lines that typically appear in Ap/Bp star
spectra to the strength of Mn ii 15413 A˚. The ordinate is the
sum of the equivalent widths of Ce iii 15961, 15965, Cr ii 15370,
15470 A˚, and the unidentified lines at 15231 and 16184 A˚ (dis-
cussed in Chojnowski, et al. 2019). We classify as HgMn any stars
below the dashed line at y = 60mA˚.
The APOGEE targeting strategy was summarized by
Zasowski, et al. (2013, 2017), but some of the relevant de-
tails will be repeated here. In each APOGEE observation,
15–35 telluric standard stars (TSS) are targeted to facilitate
removal of telluric absorption features from the science spec-
tra. The TSS are selected quasi-randomly based on raw (un-
dereddened) Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrut-
skie, et al. 2006) J−K color within an H-band magnitude
range of 7.0 < H < 11.0. There are also spatial restrictions
to account for variability of the telluric absorption over the
2◦–3◦ fields, and during SDSS-III, they were often excluded
if positioned within the projected radius of an open cluster
since this might induce collisions with the fiber casings of
cluster science targets. In general however, the TSS are the
combined bluest and brightest available stars in the field of
view. As of July 8, 2019, a total of 33,838 TSS had been ob-
served 192,545 times for an average of 5.7 spectra per star.
The HgMn sample described here is culled primarily from
the TSS sample, though with a few stars having been tar-
geted as confirmed or candidate open cluster members dur-
ing SDSS-IV. The HgMn sample at hand averages S/N=184
per individual spectrum, such that we are firmly operating
in the high-S/N regime.
2.2 APO 3.5m + ARCES Optical Spectroscopy
We also obtained optical spectra of 32 newly discovered
HgMn stars, 15 previously known HgMn stars, and Vega
using the Astrophysical Research Consortium Echelle Spec-
trograph (ARCES; Wang, et al. 2003) on the ARC 3.5m tele-
scope at APO. In each exposure, ARCES covers the full op-
tical spectrum (3500–10400 A˚) at a resolution of R=31,500.
We used standard Image Reduction and Analysis Facility
(IRAF1) echelle data reduction techniques, including 2D to
1D extraction, bias subtraction, scattered light and cosmic
ray removal, flat-field correction, wavelength calibration via
Thorium–Argon lamp exposures, as well as continuum nor-
malization and merging of orders. The majority of the new
HgMn stars were observed on multiple epochs in order to
improve the derived orbital solutions. Exposure times were
tailored to ensure S/N>100 at 4000 A˚ in each observation.
3 SAMPLE SELECTION
The HgMn star sample discussed in this paper was discov-
ered among a much larger catalog of APOGEE Chemically
Peculiar (ACP) stars that currently consists of > 2100 stars
collectively with∼12,800 individual spectra. Assembly of the
ACP catalog has been based primarily on detection of the
Ce iii lines at 15961, 15965, and 16133 A˚ (with weaker lines
occasionally present at 15720 and 16293 A˚), as described
in Chojnowski, et al. (2019). These are often the strongest
metallic features in the H-band spectra of Ap/Bp stars, and
they are often the only metallic features present in the spec-
tra of these stars. Roughly 26% of the ACP sample consists
of stars that do not exhibit the Ce iii lines and were instead
added to the catalog due to prior classifications of chemical
peculiarity in the literature.
The Ce iii lines are also useful for identifying Am/Fm
stars despite the ‘normal star lines’ (NSL), i.e. the Mg i, Si i,
Fe i, C i, S i, and Al i lines that are present in the APOGEE
spectra of nearly all stars with effective temperature less
than ∼8000 K, always being stronger than Ce iii for Am/Fm
stars. Both Ap/Bp and Am/Fm stars can exhibit the NSL
however, such that there is some ambiguity. Based on inspec-
tion of the spectra of the many hundred stars in the ACP
catalog with literature Ap/Bp or Am/Fm classifications, the
two groups can be distinguished based on a quite simple cri-
terion. Namely, the ratio of Ce iii 15961 A˚ over the neighbor-
ing blend of Ce iii 15964.928 A˚ + Si i 15964.424 A˚ is always
less than unity for stars classified as Am/Fm, and vice versa
for those classified as Ap/Bp stars. Another equally viable
classification method is to check for the presence of lines that
are only detected in the spectra of Ap/Bp-classified stars.
Good options for this are the Cr ii and Mn ii lines, with per-
haps the most useful option being the set of unidentified lines
(UL) that are often prominent in Ap/Bp star spectra and
that were used for magnetic field modulus measurement in
Chojnowski, et al. (2019). Although we suspect the UL are
formed by one or more rare earth elements, the associated
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Obser-
vatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the H-band spectra of new and previously-known HgMn stars (HD 207857 and HD 56331) to presumably normal
stars (HD 2559 and HD 111744), Ap/Bp stars (BD+45 3725 and HD 40678), and Am stars (HD 35998 and HD 5212). Literature spectral
types and 2MASS designations are given at right, and the majority of strong spectral features have been labeled. The line content of
the normal stars is mostly limited to the hydrogen Brackett series lines, though HD 2559 exhibits weak emission in the C i 16895 A˚ line.
The HgMn stars have strong Mn ii and emission in C i 16895 A˚. The Ap/Bp stars also have Mn ii, but the strongest lines are from Ce iii,
Cr ii, the unknown lines (labeled with question marks), Si ii, and Ca ii (in the case of HD 40678). The Am stars also exhibit Ce iii, but
the Mn ii, Cr ii, and unknown lines are never present. Instead, the ‘normal star lines’ (C i, Si i, S i, Mg i, Al i, and Fe i) are overly strong.
atomic data do not exist or are not publicly available. Re-
gardless, these lines do not appear in the spectra of Am/Fm
stars.
One of the most severe outliers among the apparent
Ap/Bp stars identified via Ce iii detection was the well
known HgMn star HD 207857, for which the metal absorp-
tion line content is limited to Mn ii and Ce iii, but with
the strengths of the Mn ii lines more than doubling those
of the Ce iii lines. This revelation prompted us to search
the ∼40,000 APOGEE telluric standard stars for additional
objects with Mn ii absorption lines. This was done by mea-
suring equivalent widths via direct integration of the flux
contained in fixed 3 A˚ windows centered on the two strongest
Mn ii lines covered (15413 A˚ and 15620 A˚). These lines con-
veniently fall in portions of the spectra that are unaffected
by strong airglow emission or telluric absorption features.
They are also well separated from any lines that might be
expected to appear in the spectra of F-type or hotter stars,
such that there is minimal confusion due to blending.
The search identified almost 500 stars with potential
Mn ii detections, and visual inspection of the resulting spec-
tra confirmed ∼ 400 stars with Mn ii. Five previously known
HgMn stars (HD 36662, 45975, 49606, 158704, and 182308)
were included, and unlike the case of HD 207857, the only
metal lines in the associated spectra are Mn ii (no Ce iii).
Furthermore, 44 stars recovered by the search are classi-
fied as classical Ap/Bp stars in the literature, and for 40
of these, the Mn ii lines are accompanied by Ce iii and ei-
ther Cr ii, the UL, or both. We therefore defined the HgMn
sample based on comparison of the equivalent width of the
strong Mn ii 15413 A˚ line versus the sum of equivalent widths
of Ce iii 15961 and 15965 A˚, Cr ii 15370 and 15470 A˚, and
the UL at 15231 and 16184 A˚. This comparison is shown in
the Figure 1, with the dashed line at y = 60mA˚ indicating
the fairly clean separation between HgMn stars and Ap/Bp
stars.
The three star symbols in the extreme lower left corner
of Figure 1 correspond to stars with literature Mn-peculiar
classifications that did not produce the H-band Mn ii lines
in the available spectra. For Renson 3040 (A0 HgMn), the
metal line content is limited to C i and Mg i, which is typ-
ical of mid–early A-type stars. For HD 51688 (B8 SiMn),
no metal lines are present in the spectra. For HD 169027
(A0 Mn), Ce iii 15961 A˚ and Si ii 16911 A˚ are possibly
present in lieu of the Mn ii lines.
The distinctions between HgMn stars versus apparently
normal stars, Ap/Bp stars, and Am/Fm stars are further
emphasized in Figure 2, which displays APOGEE spectra of
two examples each of apparently normal stars, HgMn stars,
Ap/Bp stars, and Am stars. HgMn stars are most similar
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 3. (Top:) Spatial distributions of the APOGEE chemically peculiar stars and the previously known HgMn stars. (Lower left:)
Histogram of V magnitude for the HgMn stars. (Lower right:) Histogram of literature spectral types for the HgMn stars. The column
labeled “?” in the lower right panel indicates the almost 100 HgMn stars that lack a literature spectral type.
Table 1. Summary of the APOGEE HgMn sample. Only the first 10 rows are shown (full version available online).
<Wλ> <Wλ> <Wλ>
Mn ii Ce iii C i Literature
2MASS Other 2MASS H <S/N> NRV/Nobs. v sin i 15413 15961 16895 <RV> RVscat. Binary Spectral
Designation Name (mag) (km s−1) (mA˚) (mA˚) (mA˚) (km s−1) (km s−1) Type Type
00091817+7022314 ... 8.953 216 12/12 17 ± 8 35 ... -33 -19.1 ± 2.1 4.7 ... ...
00245787+6212255 ... 10.479 112 11/12 4 ± 4 23 ... -37 -29.5 ± 2.8 7.0 SB1 ...
00364423+5810121 ... 10.345 109 8/13 62 ± 2* 61 ... ... -31.5 ± 7.5 21.9 ... ...
00390709+5558188 ... 10.472 109 6/6 36 ± 7 54 ... ... -21.5 ± 5.4 2.6 ... ...
00570626+6134007 HD 5429 8.403 268 11/11 20 ± 2* 30 ... -47 -3.2 ± 2.2 62.5 SB2* B8 III1
01011057+6355294 Hilt 91 9.860 140 3/3 10 ± 4 82 ... -30 -27.7 ± 1.6 0.1 ... B9 III:1
01165086+5902504 ... 9.709 129 4/4 58 ± 5 62 ... ... -15.5 ± 7.4 7.8 ... B81
01191843+5902478 HD 7844 8.317 261 6/6 39 ± 2* 79 ... -72 -29.1 ± 2.0 4.3 ... B81
01494647+5653549 ... 10.600 88 3/3 15 ± 5 33 ... ... -31.8 ± 6.3 5.7 ... ...
01533081+5736078 ... 10.507 103 3/3 37 ± 8 56 13 ... -52.9 ± 6.4 6.7 ... ...
1 SIMBAD
2 Renson & Manfroid (2009)
to the Ap/Bp stars in terms of line content, but only for
the HgMn stars is the line content limited to Mn ii with
occasional Ce iii absorption and C i emission. We are not
aware of any examples of Ap/Bp stars with C i in emission,
but as will be discussed in Section 7, it is a common trait
of HgMn stars and exotic emission line stars. The spectrum
of HD 2559 in Figure 2 demonstrates that the C i 16895 A˚
line is also occasionally in emission for superficially normal
late-B and early-A stars.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Table 2. Atomic data for lines detected in the APOGEE spectra
of HgMn stars. The Mn ii, C i, and hydrogen (Brackett series)
data are from the Kurucz line list. The Ce iii data are from the
Dream database.
Ion λvac. log[g f ] Elo Ehi Wλ /
(A˚) (eV) (eV) W15413
Mn ii 15368.065 -1.002 9.863 10.670 0.19
Mn ii 15387.220 -0.272 9.864 10.670 0.51
Mn ii 15412.667 0.237 9.865 10.670 1.00
Mn ii 15470.870 -1.869 9.007 9.809 0.12
Mn ii 15586.570 -0.558 9.862 10.658 0.30
Mn ii 15600.576 -0.140 9.863 10.658 0.52
Mn ii 15620.314 -0.031 9.864 10.658 0.70
Mn ii 15737.053 -0.303 9.862 10.650 0.50
Mn ii 15746.494 -0.257 9.862 10.650 0.50
Mn ii 15760.789 -0.479 9.863 10.650 0.34
Ce iii 15961.157 -1.120 0.000 0.777 ...
Ce iii 15964.928 -1.660 0.815 1.591 ...
Ce iii 16133.170 -0.920 0.388 1.156 ...
C i 16895.031 0.568 9.003 9.736 ...
H-Br20 15196.005 -1.489 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br19 15264.717 -1.416 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br18 15345.991 -1.339 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br17 15443.148 -1.256 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br16 15560.708 -1.167 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br15 15704.960 -1.071 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br14 15884.888 -0.966 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br13 16113.721 -0.852 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br12 16411.681 -0.725 12.749 13.564 ....
H-Br11 16811.117 -0.582 12.749 13.564 ....
3.1 Sample Parameters
Figure 3 presents some basic parameters of the sample,
including the spatial, brightness, and temperature classi-
fication distributions. As expected, the vast majority of
APOGEE HgMn stars are located near the Galactic mid-
plane, having been observed in the grid of relatively-high-
extinction Disk fields that have been the primary focus of
the APOGEE survey. The sparsity of stars below declina-
tion ' −30◦ is caused by several factors, not only limited
to the later start date of APOGEE-2 observations on the
Du Pont Telescope. Another factor is the fact that during
APOGEE-1 and part of APOGEE-2N, 35 telluric standard
stars were observed per field. Partway into APOGEE-2 how-
ever, it was decided that the telluric correction would not
suffer if that number was decreased to 15. Therefore, only 15
telluric standard stars per field have been observed during
some of APOGEE-2N and all of APOGEE-2S. Further, the
on-sky radii of the plug-plates for APOGEE-2S are typically
0.8◦, as compared to the 1.5◦ on-sky radii of APOGEE-2N
plug-plates. The reduced field-of-view often leads to cooler
stars being selected as telluric standard stars.
As demonstrated in the lower left panel of Figure 3,
the APOGEE sample of HgMn stars is essentially an exten-
sion of the known sample to fainter magnitudes. The com-
bined V magnitude distributions of known versus new HgMn
stars suggest that many more examples should exist between
7<V < 8. Although a large fraction of the APOGEE HgMn
sample lacks any indication of spectral type in the literature,
the lower right panel of Figure 3 shows that the available
spectral types are in line with expectations set by the pre-
viously known sample. With limited exceptions, the HgMn
stars cover a remarkably narrow spectral type range of B7–
A0.
The APOGEE HgMn star sample is summarized in Ta-
ble 1, which provides for each star the 2MASS designation,
an alternative identifier, the 2MASS H magnitude, the aver-
age S/N, the number of radial velocity (RV) measurements
compared to the overall number of spectra, v sin i, the aver-
age equivalent widths (Wλ ) of Mn ii 15413 A˚, Ce iii 15961 A˚,
and C i 16895 A˚, the average RV, the maximum difference
between individual RVs (RVscat.), an indication of binarity,
and if it exists, a literature spectral type from either SIM-
BAD or the chemically peculiar star catalog of Renson &
Manfroid (2009).
In the Binary Type column of Table 1, “VIS” indicates
that the star is known visual double or multiple system,
“SB1 (lit.)” indicates the star has been reported as a binary
in the literature, and asterisks indicate that an orbital so-
lution is reported in this paper (see Section 6.1). Asterisks
next to the v sin i values in Table 1 indicate that v sin i was
derived from optical spectra.
3.2 H-band Linelist
Atomic data for lines that can appear in the H-band spectra
of HgMn stars are given in Table 2. The Kurucz linelist2
includes 145 Mn ii lines, but only the strong lines (in terms
of log10 of the product of statistical weight, g, and oscillator
strength, f ) with lower energy levels around 10 eV are de-
tected. Although there are no Hg lines in the H-band, all of
the new HgMn stars we observed in the optical exhibit Hg ii,
such that it is safe to say that a star whose H-band line con-
tent is limited to Mn ii is almost certainly a bona fide HgMn
star. The Wλ /W15413 column of Table 2 gives the average
equivalent width ratios of the Mn ii lines over Mn ii 15413 A˚,
based on measurements of the lines in spectra of stars with
exceptionally strong Mn ii. See Chojnowski, et al. (2019) for
a list of the empirical rest wavelengths of the UL.
3.3 Optical Verification
Figures 4 and 5 display selected regions of the optical follow-
up spectra for new and previously known HgMn stars, al-
lowing us to verify that the new finds are indeed HgMn
stars as defined in the optical. Detection of He i lines at
strengths less than that of Mg ii 4481 A˚ indicates that all of
the stars fall in the B7–A0 temperature class range, as ex-
pected for HgMn stars. With the exceptions of HD 211838
and Maia, the Hg peculiarity is confirmed for all of the stars
via detection of Hg ii 3984 A˚, which is typically the strongest
Hg ii line in the optical spectra of HgMn stars (Cowley &
Aikman 1975). Depending on rotational velocity, dozens to
hundreds of Mn ii lines are readily identified in the spectra
of the new HgMn stars, thus confirming the Mn peculiar-
ity. The atlas of Castelli & Hubrig (2004) was particularly
useful for identifying weak heavy metal features, and indeed
many of the stars exhibit anomalously strong lines from P ii,
2 http://kurucz.harvard.edu/lineslists/
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Figure 4. Optical spectra of SB1 and apparently single HgMn
stars, showing regions centered on Hg ii 3984 A˚, He i 4471 A˚ and
Mg ii 4481 A˚, and the Mn ii lines between 5294–5302 A˚. The
spectra are sorted vertically by v sin i, going from 66 km s−1 for
HD 211838 down to 2.8 km s−1 for HD 16727. Star names and
2MASS designations are given for the known and new HgMn
stars, respectively, with literature spectral types given for the
known HgMn stars and with asterisks indicating stars that are
definite or suspected binaries. Grey vertical lines indicate features
that appear in the spectra of normal B7–A0 stars, while purple
and orange vertical lines indicate features that only appear in the
spectra of chemically peculiar stars.
Figure 5. The same as Figure 4 but for binary systems identified
as multi-lined in either the optical or H-band. Small green arrows
mark lines from the secondary stars in cases of > 20 km s−1 ve-
locity separations of the components, and in the case of the SB3
2MASS J19223868+1433117, a blue arrow marks the Mg ii 4481 A˚
line of the tertiary star.
Ga ii, Y ii, Zr ii, Xe ii, Pt ii, Pr iii, and Nd iii, all of which
are known to be overabundant in HgMn stars (Ghazaryan
& Alecian 2016). The stars 2MASS J02232391+5651153 and
2MASS J05542138+5215443 (near the bottom of Figure 4)
are perhaps the most extreme HgMn stars of our optical
sample. We were able to identify ∼300 Mn ii lines in the op-
tical spectra of both stars, along with 83 P ii lines and 13
Xe ii lines in the spectrum of 2MASS J05542138+5215443.
The only stars represented in Figures 4 and 5 for which
no evidence of binarity or multiplicity has been either re-
ported in the literature or in this paper are HD 38478,
2MASS J00364423+5810121, HD 220933, and Maia. All of
the new HgMn stars were targeted for optical follow-up due
to being likely or definite SB1s and SB2s. For most of the
stars represented in Figure 5, blue arrows mark the posi-
tions of the binary companions’ Mg ii 4481 A˚ lines and oc-
casionally also of the companions’ He i 4471 A˚ lines. For
2MASS J06572439−0928136 and HD 158704, the compan-
ions are separated from the primaries by < 20 km s−1, such
that the companion contributions to strong lines are thor-
oughly blended with the primary star lines. For α And,
the companion is difficult to detect owing to the rapid ro-
tation of both stars, so the arrows simply mark the ex-
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Table 3. Radial velocity data. Only the first 10 rows are shown (full version available online).
2MASS HJD Inst. RV1 RV2 RV3
Designation 2.45E5+ (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
00091817+7022314 5850.780 APOGEE −19.75±1.00 ... ...
00091817+7022314 5851.758 APOGEE −19.77±1.00 ... ...
00091817+7022314 5869.680 APOGEE −16.80±1.29 ... ...
00091817+7022314 5871.698 APOGEE −17.28±1.94 ... ...
00091817+7022314 6173.835 APOGEE −21.26±2.10 ... ...
00091817+7022314 6204.755 APOGEE −20.20±2.75 ... ...
00091817+7022314 6224.689 APOGEE −19.50±1.11 ... ...
00091817+7022314 6233.644 APOGEE −16.61±4.32 ... ...
00091817+7022314 6234.656 APOGEE −18.24±1.00 ... ...
00091817+7022314 6257.552 APOGEE −19.05±1.57 ... ...
pected companion position based on the orbit presented
by Ryabchikova, Malanushenko & Adelman (1999). In the
cases of the SB2 2MASS J00570626+6134007 and the SB3
2MASS J19223868+1433117, the primary and secondary
stars both produce optical Mn ii lines. The Mg ii 4481 A˚ line
of the tertiary in the latter system is marked with a blue
arrow in Figure 5. Most of these stars will be discussed in
more detail in Section 6.
4 RADIAL VELOCITIES
Having established the HgMn sample, we proceeded to use
the H-band Mn ii lines to measure RVs by interactively
fitting Gaussians to as many Mn ii lines as possible from
1584/1709 APOGEE spectra (excluding some low S/N data)
using the splot program of IRAF. From this we obtained es-
timates of the line centers, FWHMs, and Wλ . The line posi-
tion measurements from each spectrum were averaged and
a barycentric correction was added to produce the helio-
centric RVs quoted in this paper. For the errors, we simply
adopted the standard deviation (σ) of the line-by-line mea-
surements. In most cases, at least two Mn ii lines (usually
15413 A˚ and 15620 A˚) were resolved in each spectrum, but
in spectra where only the strongest Mn ii line (15413 A˚) was
resolved, we assign a constant RV error of 10 km s−1. For the
optical follow-up sample, the same process described above
was applied to numerous Fe ii, Si ii, Cr ii, Ti ii, Mn ii, and O i
lines. The epoch-by-epoch RV measurements are provided in
Table 3.
5 ROTATIONAL VELOCITIES
Rotational velocities (v sin i) were estimated based on the
Gaussian FWHMs measured for all of the stars and a cali-
bration derived from a sub-sample of 71 stars with partic-
ularly strong H-band Mn ii lines (WMn II 15413 > 50mA˚) and
high-S/N spectra. The latter analysis was carried out us-
ing the IDL code iacob broad (Simo´n-Dı´az & Herrero 2014),
which estimates v sin i via two methods: identification of the
first zero of the Fourier transform of an observed line pro-
file, and reduction of χ2 via a goodness-of-fit (GOF) tech-
nique whereby a theoretical line profile convolved with ro-
tational and macroturbulent line-broadening components is
compared to the observed line profile. Due to considerably
more scatter in a plot of the Gaussian FWHMs versus the
Fourier transform v sin i, we adopted the GOF v sin i. The
upper panel of Figure 6 shows the associated linear fit to
the FWHM and GOF v sin i.
The relation between v sin i and FWHM derived from
the sub-sample of 71 stars was then used to convert the
Gaussian FWHM measurements to v sin i for the stars with
weaker and/or noisier line profiles. For error estimates, the
FWHM standard deviations were added in quadrature to the
root mean square residual of 3.97,km s−1 of the liner fit in
the upper panel of Figure 6. From this, we find an average
of <v sin i>= 26.8 km s−1 for the APOGEE sample, which
is quite close to the average <v sin i>= 30.6 km s−1 for the
previously known HgMn stars. The ranges of v sin i are also
similar, going from 3–88 km s−1 for the APOGEE sample
and 0–109 km s−1 for the known sample.
For the optical follow-up sample, we ran the iacob broad
code on minimally-blended lines that are relatively strong
in the spectra of all of the stars. This included lines of Fe ii
(4508, 4924, 5018, 5169 A˚), Mn ii (4479, 4756, 5559, 5571 A˚),
Si ii (4128, 4131, 6347 A˚), and O i (7772, 7774, 7775 A˚). The
average GOF v sin i results are plotted in the lower panel of
Figure 6 against either the v sin i estimated from APOGEE
spectra or else a literature value in the cases known HgMn
stars which were not observed by APOGEE. The agreement
is quite good, to within 5 km s−1 in most cases. Due to the
higher resolution and vastly greater number of available lines
of the optical versus H-band spectra, Table 1 reports the
v sin i measured from optical spectra for the optical follow-
up sample.
6 MULTIPLICITY
HgMn stars are frequently or perhaps always member of bi-
nary or multiple star systems (e.g. Dolk, Wahlgren & Hubrig
2003; Scho¨ller, et al. 2010), and the APOGEE sample is no
different. This is demonstrated in the upper panel of Fig-
ure 7, which plots the maximum difference between individ-
ual RVs (RVscat) versus v sin i. Since it is possible for chem-
ical spotting to make the line centers vary over the course
of a rotational period, leading to measurable RV variabil-
ity, we conservatively classify as definite binaries or mul-
tiples the stars for which RVscat exceeds v sin i and/or the
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 6. (Top:) A linear fit to the relation between goodness-
of-fit v sin i results from the iacob broad code versus Gaussian
FWHMs of the same lines. Both quantities are the averages of
multiple Mn ii lines, and the points are colored by the equiva-
lent width of Mn ii 15413 A˚. (Bottom:) A comparison of v sin i
measured from our optical spectra versus v sin i from the H-
band data or the literature, with a dotted line at y = x. For
the previously-known-but-not-observed-by-APOGEE-stars (pur-
ple triangles), the abscissa gives a literature v sin i estimate.
stars that are clear SB2s. We also make an exception for
2MASS J05400356+3153578 since a convincing SB1 orbital
solution was found. Although we did not find RV variabil-
ity that exceeds v sin i for the previously known HgMn stars
HD 45975 and HD 207857, long-period binarity has been re-
ported by Andrews, Chaname´ & Agu¨eros (2017) and Pour-
baix, et al. (2004), respectively. These stars are represented
by square symbols in Figure 7. The stars represented by
downward-facing triangle symbols in Figure 7 are known vi-
sual doubles that we did not classify as binaries based on
the APOGEE spectra.
In addition to the above SB1 classification criteria, we
visually examined all available spectra to check for evidence
of lines with RV offsets compared to the Mn ii lines. A to-
tal of 19 SB2 systems were found based on the APOGEE
data alone, including two systems that exhibit spectral lines
from at least three stars (SB3s). Another four systems were
confirmed as SB2s based on optical spectra, despite the com-
panion stars not being detected in the APOGEE spectra.
Considering the 40 SB1 systems, 23 SB2s and SB3s, 11
visual double stars, and 2 previously known binaries, com-
pared to the 165 stars whose RVs are not variable to within
the projected v sin i, we arrive at very conservative multi-
plicity fraction estimate of Nmultiples/Ntotal = 31% (76 total
multiples). However, due to the numerous stars for which
the APOGEE observations were too few and/or over too
short timescales for detecting anything but very short-period
binaries, 31% is firmly a lower limit on the multiplicity frac-
tion. As shown in the lower panel of Figure 7, the fraction
increases toward longer observational baselines and/or more
spectra, with for example the fraction being 18% for base-
lines shorter than 1.5 years and 44% for baselines longer
than 1.5 years. Likewise, the multiplicity fraction is 19% for
stars with five or fewer spectra, but it rises to 36% for stars
with more than five spectra. Further observations of this
sample will undoubtedly reveal numerous additional bina-
ries/multiples, particularly those with long orbital periods.
It is important to note that the sample also includes
several stars that we classify as possibly single despite many
APOGEE spectra taken over relatively long timescales. The
star 2MASS J19451699+2237253 (HD 344908, B8) is per-
haps the best example, having been observed 38 times over
a period of ∼ 7.8 years. Compared to the majority of the
sample, this star’s Mn ii lines are quite strong and narrow,
such that there is minimal uncertainty about the RVs. The
maximum RV difference between epochs for this star is just
3.7 km s−1, implying that if a binary companion does exist,
the orbital period is necessarily quite long or the companion
mass quite low.
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Figure 7. (Top:) Spectroscopic binary classification, whereby
we consider everything with RVscat > v sin i a definite binary
or multiple, with a few exceptions. The dashed line indicates
RVscat = v sin i. (Bottom:) Observational baseline versus number
of RV measurements. The multiplicity fraction rises from 19% to
45% for stars with > 1.5 years observational baselines, and it rises
from 20% to 37% for stars with more than five spectra.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 8. Orbital solutions for SB1s. The orbits have been repeated for two phases to improve the sense of continuity. Star symbols
(blue) indicate circular orbits, circle symbols (red) indicate eccentric orbits, and filled symbols pertain to RV measurements from optical
spectra. Dashed horizontal lines in the larger panels indicate the systemic velocities (γ), and solid lines are fits to the data. The smaller
panels show the residuals of the observations minus the fit, with the ordinates covering ±10 km s−1 and the horizontal lines indicating
y = 0.
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Figure 9. Orbital solutions for SB2s and multiple systems. Circle symbols (purple) are the RVs of the HgMn stars, triangle symbols
(green) are the RVs of the secondary stars, star symbols (orange) are the RVs of the tertiary in the two SB3s, and filled symbols pertain to
RV measurements from optical spectra. In the larger panels, dashed horizontal lines indicate the systemic velocity (γ), and if applicable,
solid horizontal lines indicate the average RV of the binary component not included in the orbital solution. The smaller panels are as
described in Figure 8. For the SB3 2MASS J18064814−2902119, an SB2 orbital solution pertaining to the secondary (Ap) and tertiary
(A/Am) components is shown, while for the SB3 2MASS J19223868+1433117, an SB2 orbital solution pertaining to the primary (HgMn)
and tertiary (Am) components is shown. For 2MASS J23575323+5723194, an SB1 orbital solution pertaining to the Am component is
shown.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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6.1 Binary Orbital Solutions
In the cases of RV-variable stars with at least six RV mea-
surements, we attempted to determine Keplerian orbital pa-
rameters using the IDL code rv f it (Iglesias-Marzoa, Lo´pez-
Morales & Jesu´s Are´valo Morales 2015). This code utilizes
an Adaptive Simulated Annealing algorithm to determine
orbital parameters for both SB1s and SB2s given inputs of
heliocentric Julian dates (HJD), RVs, and RV errors. For
SB1s, the code outputs seven parameters including the or-
bital period (P), time of periastron passage (TP), orbital ec-
centricity (e), the argument of the periastron (ω), the sys-
temic radial velocity (γ), the radial velocity semi-amplitude
of the primary star (K1). These parameters can then be
used to determine the mass function ( f (m)) and semi-major
axis of the primary (a1 sin i). For SB2s, the radial velocity
semi-amplitude of the secondary star (K2) is another out-
put, allowing for calculation of semi-major axes (a1,2 sin i,
asin i), dynamical masses (M1,2 sin i3), and the mass ratio
(q = M2/M1). Any of the output parameters from rv f it can
be fixed to a particular value or constrained by upper and
lower limits in an input configuration file. In all cases we
began with very loose parameter constraints and with e as
a free parameter, but in cases where the value of e became
comparable to its error, we forced circular orbits by setting
e = 0. Since TP is undefined for circular orbits, we instead
provide an epoch of maximum RV (Tmax.RV) regardless of e.
Orbital solutions for 21 SB1 systems and for at least one
component in 11 SB2 and SB3 systems are presented in Fig-
ures 8 and 9, with open symbols pertaining to RVs measured
from APOGEE spectra and filled symbols pertaining to RVs
measured from optical spectra. The periods range from 4–
338 days, with only six systems having periods longer than
50 days. Non-zero eccentricities are found in 15 cases, led by
the e = 0.72 of the SB1 2MASS J03140847+4007085.
The minimum number of RV measurements for which
we were able to find a reasonable orbital solution was six
in the cases of the SB1s 2MASS J07140119−1009028,
2MASS J16462850-0154589, and 2MASS J17533356-
2109150, and for the SB2 2MASS J07144161-1017068.
Only for 2MASS J07144161-1017068 is the solution stable
however, thanks to a group of five APOGEEspectra sep-
arated by just 63 days. For 2MASS J16462850-0154589,
numerous periods between 6–60 days are just as reasonable
as the result shown in Figure 8, and the orbit may also be
slightly eccentric. For 2MASS J17533356-2109150, another
common solution beyond the one shown in Figure 8 has
P = 171 days. The orbits of these stars will likely be revised
by additional observations.
The full orbital parameters of the SB systems presented
in Figures 8 and 9 are given in Tables 4 and 5.
6.2 Binary Companions
The majority of the H-band-detected companions were evi-
dent in the NSL (namely, C i, Mg i, Si i, and occasionally S i),
but not in the Ce iii lines, indicating that they are either A
or Am stars (see the Am star spectra in Figure 2). As these
stars are significantly fainter than the HgMn primaries, the
features are typically quite weak, often only becoming evi-
dent after smoothing the spectra. For Am stars, the Ce iii
lines are always significantly weaker than Mg i and Si i such
that we do not expect to be able to distinguish a normal
A-type companion from an Am companion in the APOGEE
spectra of HgMn SB2s. The Ce iii lines would likely be below
our detection threshold. We therefore refer to the compan-
ions in these systems simply as “A/Am” due to the ambigu-
ity, but in reality it would not be surprising if the majority
of the companions were indeed chemically peculiar stars.
On the other hand, at least 11 of the SB2 systems defi-
nitely involve chemically peculiar companions. This includes
four cases of Ce iii lines that are offset from Mn ii, if not
clearly varying in anti-phase with respect to Mn ii, and one
case of multiple sets of Mn ii lines in the APOGEE spectra.
In another six cases, we classify the companions as Am stars
based on detection of corresponding Sr ii and Ba ii lines in
optical follow-up spectra (known to be overabundant for Am
stars; see Ghazaryan, Alecian & Hakobyan 2018).
Table 6 summarizes the multi-lined systems, providing
the companion types and v sin i along with the mass ratios
for systems with orbital solutions, and Mg ii 4481 A˚ flux ra-
tios for systems with optical spectra. For systems with op-
tical spectra in which the companion lines were sufficiently
separated from the primary lines, the companion v sin i es-
timates were determined using the iacob broad code. Other-
wise, the calibration presented in Figure 7 was used. In many
cases, the binary components have nearly or definitely iden-
tical v sin i, and in only three cases do we find one or more
components with v sin i>30 km s−1.
As noted in Section 6, the companion stars of four SB2s
were detected in the optical but not in the H-band. Two of
these companions are late-B, rapid rotators, such that we
would not expect to see corresponding metal lines in the H-
band (see the upper two spectra in Figure 2.) Another two of
the optical SB2s have cool, faint companions whose H-band
lines are apparently too weak for detection in APOGEE
spectra. Hence, although no convincing evidence is found
for lines from companion star(s) in the APOGEE spectra
of the SB1s represented in Figure 8, optical spectroscopy
will undoubtedly reveal additional SB2s among them, with
companions that are too faint, hot, or rapidly rotating to be
detected in the H-band.
In the following, we discuss the SB2 and SB3 systems
individually.
6.3 Binaries with HgMn or Ap/Bp Companions
2MASS J00570626+6134007 = HD 5429 is the clear-
est available example of an HgMn+Ap/Bp binary, making
it the second such system known in addition to HD 161701
(Gonza´lez, et al. 2014). The Ce iii lines from the secondary
star are quite obvious in the five APOGEE spectra as are
numerous lines in our five optical spectra of the system, al-
lowing us to derive the orbital solution shown in Figure 9.
With P = 159 days and e = 0.55, this is one of the widest
and most eccentric binaries of the APOGEE HgMn sample.
The weakness of the He i lines from the companion in the
optical spectra indicates that it is either an late-B or early-
A type star, and this is also suggested by the mass ratio
(M2/M1 = 0.689) obtained from the orbital solution. The or-
bit also suggests a minimum mass of 5.6M for the primary,
which places it among the most massive HgMn stars.
Figure 10 shows selected regions of the optical spectra,
with the left columns demonstrating that both stars produce
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Table 6. Summary of double-lined and triple-lined spectroscopic binaries. Mass ratios (q = M2/M1) are given for the systems with orbital
solutions, and flux ratios (F2/F1) of Mg ii 4481 A˚ are given for the systems with optical spectra. The v sin i [1], v sin i [2], and v sin i [3]
columns give rotational velocity estimates for the primary, secondary, and tertiary stars where applicable and where possible to make
such estimates.
Orbital Mass Mg ii
2MASS Companion Period Ratio Ratio v sin i [1] v sin i [2] v sin i [3] Note
Designation Type(s) (days) (M2/M1) (F2/F1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
09432220−5348264 HgMn ... ... ... 5± 5 5± 5 ... ...
19223868+1433117 BpMn, Am 6.2 0.636 0.967, 0.438 18± 2 17± 2 22± 5 SB3; SB2 orbit for HgMn+Am components
00570626+6134007 Ap/Bp 158.4 0.689 0.245 20± 1 8± 2 ... ...
02060290+5009136 Ap/Bp ... ... ... 34± 4 29±10 ... ...
18064814−2902119 Ap/Bp, A/Am ... ... ... 26± 5 14± 6 15± 5 SB3; SB2 orbit for Ap+A/Am components
02261624+5704069 Am 4.5 0.543 0.203 3± 1 4± 1 ... companion not detected in H-band
04502564+6328354 Am 4.3 0.687 0.352 22± 2 16± 3 ... ...
05380741+2418520 Am ... ... 0.271 58± 3 15± 4 ... ...
07144161−1017068 Am 9.3 0.694 0.328 6± 3 6± 3 ... ...
17314436−2616112 Am ... ... 0.134 3± 1 13± 2 ... ...
20360994+3929487 Am 31.4 0.536 0.115 13± 2 11± 3 ... ...
23575323+5723194 Am ... ... 0.227 33± 2 11± 1 ... ...
04510073+3226501 late-B 23.4 0.895 1.100 13± 2 10± 3 ... companion not detected in H-band
18391486+2029512 late-B 35.4 0.625 0.787 25± 7 70±10 ... companion not detected in H-band
19454054+3959248 late-B 337.8 0.538 ∼1 9± 1 ∼ 200 ... companion not detected in H-band
02203397+6023494 A/Am ... ... ... 27±10 16± 7 ... multiple system?
04315476+2138086 A/Am ... ... ... 62± 8 62±15 ... ...
06402199−0322092 A/Am ... ... ... 51± 9 23± 7 ... multiple system? Long-period SB2?
06561603−2839053 A/Am ... ... ... 9± 4 22± 5 ... ...
06572439−0928136 A/Am ... ... ... 28± 4 15± 6 ... ...
14482274−5959316 A/Am ... ... ... 21±11 18± 9 ... ...
16133258−6019519 A/Am ... ... ... 11± 4 ... ... tentative detection in all APOGEE spectra
19294384−1801510 A/Am ... ... ... 12± 5 18± 7 ... ...
the low-energy Mn ii lines that are numerous in the opti-
cal, and with the right column demonstrating that only the
Ap/Bp star contributes to doubly-ionized rare earth lines
like Pr iii and Nd iii. The Hg ii 3984 A˚ line of the HgMn pri-
mary is among the weakest of our optical sample (see Fig-
ure 5), but it is certainly present and without a counterpart
from the Ap/Bp star. Instead, the Fe ii and Cr ii lines of the
Ap/Bp star are overly strong, further suggesting that it is a
magnetic chemically peculiar star.
2MASS J02060290+5009136 is an SB2 with an Ap/Bp
companion that is detected in Ce iii 15961 A˚ in three of the
four available APOGEE spectra. The stronger Ce iii 16133 A˚
line is unfortunately blended with residuals from the strong
airglow line at 16128 A˚, such that we could only measure
RVs and estimate v sin i based on Ce iii 15961 A˚. The spectra
also only cover a short timescale of 21 days, but nonetheless,
the Ce iii RVs are clearly anti-correlated with those of the
Mn ii lines, with Ce iii going from −41 km s−1 to −21 km s−1
and with Mn ii going from −34 km s−1 to −42 km s−1. More
spectra will be needed to determine the orbital parameters
of the system and to confirm that is indeed another example
of the rare HgMn+Ap/Bp binaries.
2MASS J09432220−5348264 = HD 298641 is the only
available example of an HgMn+HgMn binary in which mul-
tiple sets of Mn ii lines were detected in the APOGEE spec-
tra. Figure 11 shows the Mn ii 15413, 15600, and 15620 A˚
lines from the three spectra, with vertical lines denoting the
lines from each star. The components were fully blended on
MJD 58178 but well separated on MJDs 58181 and MJD
58206. Although the spectra in Figure 11 are shown in the
rest frame of the star that produces stronger Mn ii 15413 A˚,
it is in fact the slightly more RV-variable star (RVscat of
48.6 km s−1 versus 46.2 km s−1). Based on the available data,
it appears likely that the orbital period is less than 50 days.
2MASS J18064814−2902119 = HD 165347 is a known
visual double star with a far fainter companion (5 magni-
tudes fainter) separated by 6.85′′ (Mason, et al. 2001). The
11 APOGEE spectra of the system instead indicate that it
is at least an SB3. One of the companions is an Ap/Bp
star whose Ce iii lines and UL (Ce iii 15961 A˚ being the
strongest line) are detected in 9/11 spectra, and the other is
an A/Am star whose NSL (Si i 15964 A˚ being the strongest
line) are detected in 7/11 spectra. The dominant compo-
nent of the spectra is of course the HgMn star, but over the
6.2 year observational baseline, the Mn ii RVs vary by just
10 km s−1 with an average of −35 km s−1. The Ap/Bp and
A/Am stars are highly RV-variable however, with RVscat of
130 and 133 km s−1, respectively. Figure 9 shows an SB2 or-
bital solution that suggests they are on a slightly eccentric
orbit with P=5.47 days and that the A/Am star is slightly
more massive than the Ap/Bp star. The fact that the sys-
temic velocity of the tight SB2 differs from the average RV
of the HgMn star by almost 18 km s−1 may imply that the
HgMn star is on a very long period orbit around either the
inner SB2 or a fourth object.
2MASS J19223868+1433117 = HD 231263 is one of
the more remarkable discoveries presented here. It is a
known visual double star with a companion of comparable
brightness (∼ 0.2 magnitude difference) that is separated by
just 0.5′′ (Mason, et al. 2001). This may be the Am SB2
companion that is detected in C i 16895 A˚ and the Mg i lines
(15753, 15770 A˚) in the six APOGEE spectra, but our five
optical spectra of the system show that it is actually a mul-
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Figure 10. Optical spectra of the HgMn+Ap/Bp binary
2MASS J00570626+6134007 (HD 5429), highlighting the Mn ii
lines that are produced by both stars and the rare earth lines
(e.g. Pr iii and Nd iii) that are produced by the Ap star (B) but
not by the HgMn star (A). The spectra are shown in the rest
frame of the HgMn star, and with individual Gaussians fits to
the lines of each star (red and orange) as well as the sum of con-
tributions from both stars (blue). Residuals are shown along the
bottom of each panel, shifted upward artificially with the dashed
lines indicating y = 0. The quoted orbital phases pertain to the
orbital solution shown in Figure 9.
tiple system composed of at least three stars. The third star
apparently does not produce any strong lines in the H-band.
All three stars in the HD 231263 system produce Mg ii,
Si ii, Ti ii, Fe ii, O i, and Balmer series lines in the optical,
and detection of multiple sets of He i lines indicates that
the secondary (undetected in the H-band) is a late-B type
star. Simultaneous detection of Mn ii lines (though not Hg ii)
at the right RVs further indicates that this late-B compan-
ion is in fact also an Mn-peculiar star, such that this is an
HgMn+Bp Mn+Am system. However, it was the cooler ter-
tiary that was detected in the APOGEE spectra and that
is on a circular orbit around the HgMn star. Figure 9 shows
the associated SB2 orbital solution, which has a relatively
short period of just ∼6.2 days.
Figure 11. Multiple sets of Mn ii lines in the H-band spec-
tra of the SB2 2MASS J09432220−5348264 (HD 298641). The
Mn ii 15413, 15601, and 15620 A˚ line profiles are shown in the
rest frame of the star with stronger Mn ii, with a vertical dashed
line indicating the position of the secondary star lines.
Figure 12 shows an attempt to de-blend the O i triplet
lines using three sets of Gaussians with fixed equivalent
width ratios based on the expected relative strengths of
the lines. For the HgMn star, W (7772 A˚) was fixed to the
value measured from the apparently unblended line on MJD
58696, while for the Am star (‘C’), W (7772 A˚) was fixed to
the average value measured from the apparently unblended
lines on MJDs 58673 and 58767. For the Bp Mn star (‘B’),
the O i wavelengths and widths were fixed based on measure-
ments of Fe ii, Si ii, and Mg ii lines blueward of Hα, and the
equivalent widths were simply adjusted until a satisfactory
fit of the full blend was achieved. This resulted in W (7772 A˚)
of 90, 48, and 43 mA˚ for the A, B and C components, re-
spectively.
The RVs of the Bp Mn star vary by just 4.7 km s−1 over
the 109 days covered by the optical spectra, but the average
RV of −7.3 km s−1 is quite close to the −17.1 km s−1 systemic
velocity of the HgMn+Am SB2. It may be the case that the
Bp Mn star is on a long period orbit around a fourth star,
but it is certainly associated with the SB2.
6.4 Binaries with Am Companions
2MASS J02261624+5704069 = HD 14900 is a known
visual double star, with a far fainter companion (4.1 mag-
nitudes fainter) separated by 13′′ (Mason, et al. 2001). Al-
though we initially classified this system as an SB1, having
found a short orbital period of 4.5 days based on the 10
APOGEE spectra, the companion was clearly detected in
three subsequent optical spectra. The strongest line for the
companion is Mg ii 4481 A˚ (Wλ = 24mA˚), but the Ba ii reso-
nance line at 4554 A˚ is of comparable strength (Wλ = 14mA˚),
suggesting that the companion is probably an Am star. Both
stars are extremely slow rotators with v sin i∼ 3–4 km s−1.
The orbital solution shown in Figure 9 indicates a mass ra-
tio of q = 0.542, which is among the smallest of the SB2
systems discussed in this paper. This might explain the H-
band non-detection of the companion.
2MASS J04502564+6328354 is an SB2 with an Am com-
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Figure 12. Optical spectra of the HgMn+Bp Mn+Am SB3
2MASS J19223868+1433117 (HD 231263), with the large panels
showing the O i triplet (7772, 7774, 7775 A˚) blend to which all
three stars contribute and with the smaller panels showing an
example of the Mn ii lines that are produced by the HgMn (A)
and Bp Mn (B) stars but not by the Am (C) star. Meanings are
otherwise the same as in Figure 10.
panion that is clearly detected in the Mg i lines and in
C i 16895 A˚ in the nine available APOGEE spectra and in
numerous lines in two optical spectra. An orbital solution of
the system is shown in Figure 9, indicating a short period
of just 4.3 days and a mass ratio of 0.687. The lack of He i
lines at the companion velocities in the two optical spectra
confirms the associated A spectral type, and this is further
supported by the companion’s low-energy Mg i and Fe i lines
that lack counterparts from the HgMn star. The SB2 com-
ponents were well-separated on one of the optical epochs
(see Figure 4), allowing for unambiguous identification of
number Cr ii, Sr ii, and Ba ii lines from the companion that
are quite strong compared to Mg ii 4481 A˚. For example, the
flux ratio of Sr ii 4078 A˚/Mg ii 4481 A˚ is about 0.4, such that
the companion is almost certainly an Am star.
2MASS J05380741+2418520 = HD 37242 is an SB2 in
which NSL from the Am companion were detected in just
one of three APOGEE spectra, with the NSL being offset
from the Mn ii lines by ∼166 km s−1 on that epoch. The sys-
tem was subsequently confirmed as an SB2 by an optical
spectrum in which the companion contributions are quite
obvious. As with the other SB2s discussed in this section,
we classify the companion as an Am star on the basis of
overly strong Sr ii and Ba ii lines. In this case, the equivalent
width of the companion’s Ba ii 4554 A˚ line is nearly half that
of Mg ii 4481 A˚. Unlike most of the SB2 systems discussed
here, the companion (v sin i= 15 km s−1) is a far slower ro-
tator than the HgMn star (v sin i= 58 km s−1). More spectra
will be needed for a full orbital analysis, but based on the
large velocity separations of the SB2 components during the
two epochs where both were detected, the orbital period is
likely to be very short.
2MASS J07144161−1017068 is SB2 with an Am com-
panion whose NSL were detected in only two of the five
APOGEE spectra. The system is relatively faint (H =
10.366) compared to most of the sample, such that the com-
panion’s weak lines are only discernible after considerable
smoothing of the spectra. Our optical follow-up spectrum
confirmed that the system is indeed an SB2, and also that
the companion is probably an Am star based on clear detec-
tion of the Ba ii lines. Both of the stars are extremely slow
rotators, with nearly identical v sin i of ∼6 km s−1. Despite
only 6 total spectra, the orbital period was constrained to
< 10 days by the APOGEE spectra (separated by 17 days)
in which the companion was detected. An orbital solution
with e = 0 and P = 9.25 days is shown in Figure 9.
2MASS J17314436−2616112 = HD 158704 is a pre-
viously known HgMn star identified as an SB2 by Dolk,
Wahlgren & Hubrig (2003). It is a visual double star with
a 0.35′′ separation Mason, et al. (1999) and a clear SB2 in
both the optical and H-band. A third companion was identi-
fied in the high-contrast images presented by Scho¨ller, et al.
(2010), and based on the relatively constant RVs (RVscat of
5.7 km s−1 across 2 APOGEE spectra and 3 optical spectra)
of of the HgMn star, we suspect that this is indeed a multi-
ple system. The slowly-rotating Am companion is certainly
RV-variable however, with RVscat = 37.8 km s−1.
2MASS J20360994+3929487 is one of the more obvious
SB2s of the sample, with numerous narrow NSL detected
in the 6 APOGEE spectra. The companion is a slowly-
rotating star with v sin i∼ 11 km s−1, and considering the
relative weakness of its lines in the optical, it may be the
coolest SB2 secondary of the sample. For example, attempts
to deblend the contributions to Mg ii 4481 A˚ from the two
stars indicates that the companion line is perhaps only 10%
as strong the HgMn star line. Nonetheless, Ba ii lines from
the companion are clearly present in the spectra at strengths
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comparable to Mg ii 4481 A˚, such that we classify it as an
Am star. Figure 9 shows an orbital solution with a 31.4 day
period and a relatively high eccentricity of e = 0.58. The
mass ratio of M2/M1 = 0.536 is the lowest reported in this
paper.
2MASS J23575323+5723194 = HD 224435 is another
known visual multiple system, with at least two compan-
ions separated by 1.2′′ and 8.7′′, respectively (Mason, et
al. 2001). The more distant companion is about 3.8 mag-
nitudes fainter than the HgMn star, but the close compan-
ion is only 0.2 magnitudes fainter and hence is presumably
the SB2 companion detected in the 18 APOGEE spectra
and 4 optical spectra. The companion is a slow rotator with
v sin i∼ 11 km s−1 and with the Mg i and C i lines being the
strongest H-band features. As with the other stars discussed
in this section, we classify the companion as Am based on
clear detection of Sr ii and Ba ii lines that are compara-
ble in strength to Mg ii 4481 A˚. Despite the Am star be-
ing highly RV-variable, the RVs of the HgMn star vary by
only ∼ 13 km s−1 over the 8.2 year observational baseline,
with variation pattern seeming unrelated to the motion of
the Am star. Figure 9 shows an SB1 orbital solution for the
Am star, with the HgMn star RVs phased to the 21 day pe-
riod. The average RV of the HgMn star is quite close to the
systemic velocity indicated by the SB1 orbit of the Am star
(-10.7 km s−1 versus -7.2 km s−1), such that the two stars are
certainly associated.
6.5 Other SB2s and SB3s
2MASS J02203397+6023494 is a likely multiple system.
The spectrum of an A/Am star was detected in all 11
APOGEE spectra, with the RVs varying by 11 km s−1. The
HgMn star RVs are even more highly RV-variable, with the
maximum difference between epochs being 18 km s−1. De-
spite this, we could not find reasonable orbital solutions for
either star and certainly not for an SB2 combination since
the relative RV variability seems random.
2MASS J04315476+2138086 = HD 28662 is a definite
SB2 with an A or Am companion that is the fastest ro-
tator (v sin i∼ 62 km s−1) of all the H-band-detected sec-
ondary stars described in this paper. In the single APOGEE
spectrum of the system, the companion is most clearly
detected in the Mg i lines between 15745–15770 A˚ and in
C i 16895 A˚, with those lines being offset from Mn ii by
roughly 149 km s−1.
2MASS J04510073+3226501 = HD 30661 is another
SB2 in which the companion was detected in optical spectra
but not in the APOGEE spectra. An SB2 orbital solution
shown in Figure 9, and the associated mass ratio of q= 0.895
is the largest reported here. The optical data show that the
stars are near spectroscopic twins in terms of almost identi-
cal v sin i and almost identical depths and strengths of the
Balmer series, Si ii, Fe ii, Ti ii, Mg ii, and O i lines (among
other species). The two most striking differences between
the two stars are the lack of Mn ii, Hg ii, and other heavy
metal lines from the companion star, as well as the rela-
tive strength of the He i lines for the two stars. Namely, the
He i 5876 A˚ equivalent width of the HgMn star is about half
that of the companion. This would normally suggest that
the companion is in fact the hotter, more massive star, but
in this case it is almost certainly due to a severe depletion
of He for the HgMn star.
2MASS J06402199−0322092 = HD 47798 is a visual
double star confirmed by Mason, et al. (1999). We mea-
sured RVs from possible weak NSL features in the three
APOGEE spectra covering 57 days, indicating that there
may be an A/Am companion. However, the resulting RVs
are a good match to those of the HgMn star, with the aver-
ages being 22 km s−1 and 23 km s−1, respectively. The RVscat
is also small for both, at 5.5 km s−1 for the HgMn star and
2.5 km s−1 for the A/Am star. This may be a long-period
SB2 or a multiple system.
2MASS J06561603−2839053 = HD 51459 is another
SB2 with an A/Am companion. In the single APOGEE ob-
servation, the RVs of the HgMn and A/Am components were
65 km s−1 and −79 km s−1, respectively. Relatively strong
Ce iii lines (e.g, Ce iii 15961 A˚/Mn ii 15413 A˚∼ 0.53) are
present in the spectra, but their RVs and FWHM are all
but identical to those of the Mn ii lines.
2MASS J06572439−0928136 = HD 51539 is another
SB2 with an A/Am companion that is clearly detected in
the 3/4 available APOGEE spectra with sufficient S/N. The
RVs of the HgMn and A/Am star vary by just 4.4 km s−1 and
2.5 km s−1, respectively, in the three spectra taken over 50
days, but the variability is anti-correlated.
2MASS J14482274−5959316 = HD 130039 was in-
cluded in the sample due to fairly confident detection of
Mn ii 15413 and 15620 A˚ in the first of three APOGEE
spectra (MJD 58657). That spectrum also exhibits numer-
ous NSL (indicating an A/Am spectral type) at an RV of
98 km s−1 as compared to the Mn ii RV of 0 km s−1. The
Mn ii lines are not confidently detected in the subsequent
two spectra (MJDs 56677 and 56689), but the A/Am star
RVs drop to −23 km s−1 and then −133 km s−1 in those spec-
tra. This is certainly an SB system, but it is unclear whether
it actually involves an HgMn star. It is a known visual double
star with a small separation of 0.56′′, but the visual compan-
ion is 4.24 magnitudes fainter than the primary star (Horch,
et al. 2015).
2MASS J16133258−6019519 is a likely SB2 with an
A/Am companion. The Mg i lines at 15753 and 15770 A˚ seem
to definitely be present in the spectra, but disagreement of
the RVs of the lines renders the result ambiguous. The HgMn
star is only marginally RV-variable.
2MASS J18391486+2029512 = HD 172397 has a late-
B SB2 companion that was detected in our five optical
follow-up spectra but not in the seven APOGEE spectra.
The H-band non-detection is almost certainly due in part to
the relatively rapid rotation of the companion; based on fit-
ting multiple Gaussians to the partially blended Si ii 3863 A˚,
Mg ii 4481 A˚, and Fe ii 5169 A˚ lines in one of the optical spec-
tra, we estimate that the companion has v sin i∼ 70 km s−1.
Any H-band metallic features from the star would be quite
weak to begin with, and probably undetectable for such a
rapid rotator. The ratio of the equivalents of He i 4471 A˚ over
Mg ii 4481 A˚ for the companion is not much less than unity,
indicating that it is definitely hotter than A0. The lack of
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detectable metal absorption features from the companion in
the H-band is therefore unsurprising (see Figure 2). Figure 9
shows a possible SB2 orbit with a 35 day period and e= 0.36.
2MASS J19294384−1801510 = HD 183327 has an
A/Am companion whose NSL are quite obvious and offset
from the Mn ii lines by ∼ 13 km s−1 in the single APOGEE
spectrum.
2MASS J19454054+3959248 = HD 225692 has a
broad-lined companion that was detected in our three op-
tical spectra but not in the 13 APOGEE spectra. The
broad components are most obvious in the He i lines and
Mg ii 4481 A˚, with weaker contributions in the Si ii and O i
lines, indicating that it is a late-B type star. Based on at-
tempts to fit Gaussians to the blended He i 4471 A˚ and
Mg ii 4481 A˚ region, we estimate that the companion has
v sin i∼ 200 km s−1. Thus, it is not terribly surprising that we
see no evidence of this star in the APOGEE spectra, since
it might not produce significant metal absorption lines even
if was not such a rapid rotator. The orbital solution shown
in Figure 9 indicates P = 338 days, which matches the pe-
riod found if we treat the system as an SB1, and which is
by far the longest orbital period reported in this paper. The
mass ratio of the SB2 orbital solution (M2/M1 = 0.538) is
among the lowest reported in this paper, which is surprising
considering that the companion is a B-type star.
7 CARBON EMISSION
As mentioned in Section 3 and Figure 2, HgMn stars often
exhibit conspicuous narrow emission in the C i 16895 A˚ line.
More specifically, this is true for roughly 45% of the sample
(120 stars). Only in cases of exceptionally strong C i 16895 A˚
emission are the weaker C i lines at 16009 and 16026 A˚ (la-
beled in Figure 2) observed in emission. To confirm that the
emission is in fact associated with the HgMn stars rather
than being some kind of spurious artifact, we fit Gaussians
to the C i emission features in order to obtain estimates of
the RV, FWHM, and equivalent width of the feature.
Based on this, our first conclusion regarding the nature
of the line emission is demonstrated in the two lefthand pan-
els of Figure 13. These panels show the Mn ii 15413 A˚ (lower
lines) and C i 16895 A˚ (upper lines) line profiles from three
epochs for two stars that exemplify the behavior of these
lines. The spectra have been shifted to rest frame based on
the RVs of the Mn ii lines, making it clear that the C i emis-
sion occurs at roughly the same RVs is therefore definitely
associated with the HgMn stars. However, small blueshifts
(1–5 km s−1) of the C i emission peaks are visible in most
of the displayed spectra, indicating that the emission forms
just above the surfaces of the stars.
Our second conclusion is the one made obvious by in-
spection of the line profile widths in lefthand panels of Fig-
ure 13, and then quantified in the upper right panel, which
plots the FWHM of the C i 16895 A˚ emission versus the
FWHM of Mn ii 15413 A˚. There is considerable scatter about
the y = x line, with 62% of the stars having C i wider than
Mn ii, but the suggestion is nonetheless that the C i emission
exhibits the same level of broadening as the Mn ii lines and is
therefore definitely associated with the surfaces of the stars.
The same conclusions were reached by Wahlgren & Hubrig
Figure 13. (Left panels:) Demonstration of the matching ra-
dial velocities and line widths of Mn ii 15413 A˚ absorption and
C i 16895 A˚ emission. Each panel shows spectra from three epochs,
corrected to rest frame based on the Mn ii radial velocities and
with the C i region artificially shifted upward. 2MASS designa-
tions are given above each panel. (Upper right:) The FWHMs of
Mn ii 15413 A˚ versus those of C i 16895 A˚, with the dotted line in-
dicating y = x. (Lower right:) The equivalent widths of the same
lines. Star symbols indicate binary and multiple systems.
(2000) with respect to narrow emission lines in the optical
spectra of chemically normal and chemically peculiar late-B
stars.
As far as correlations with other spectral features, there
are none to be found in the APOGEE spectra. The lower
right panel of Figure 13 plots the equivalents widths of
Mn ii 15413 A˚ versus those of C i 16895 A˚, showing that
the strength of the C i emission has no dependence on the
strength of the Mn ii absorption lines. There also does not
seem to be a correlation between C i emission and binarity,
since the fraction of stars with C i emission that are defi-
nitely binaries or multiples (20%) is considerably lower than
the 31% binary fraction for the full sample.
Emission in the C i 16895 A˚ line is certainly not a
rare phenomenon and is not limited to chemically peculiar
stars; recall that the B8 V star HD 2559 exhibits C i emis-
sion in the spectrum shown in Figure 2. C i emission is also
present in ∼ 20% of the classical Be star spectra obtained
by APOGEE (Chojnowski, et al. 2015), and the emission
is particularly strong in the case of exotic binaries such as
Be+sdO (HD 55606; Chojnowski, et al. 2018) and Be+black
hole (HD 215227; Casares, et al. 2014). The C i 16895 A˚ line
is also observed in emission in the spectra of blue supergiants
(e.g., HD 15266), pre-main-sequence, supergiant, and unclas-
sified B[e] stars (e.g., MWC 361, MWC 137, and MWC 922),
luminous blue variables (e.g., S Doradus), post-AGB stars
(e.g., IRAS 05040+4820), and extreme Helium stars (e.g.,
V2244 Oph).
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Figure 14. Histogram of orbital periods for HgMn binaries. The
solid line indicates the APOGEE sample, and the dashed line
indicates the known sample.
8 DISCUSSION
Thanks to the strategy of selecting as telluric standards
thousands of blue stars across the sky down to H = 11, the
APOGEE survey has more than doubled the known sample
of HgMn stars, expanding it from ∼ 194 stars to a grand total
of just over 450 stars. Although still quite rare, we estimate
that somewhere between 5–10% of the late-B stars observed
by APOGEE are in fact HgMn stars. This significant in-
crease of the sample of HgMn stars promises to open new
perspectives for our knowledge and understanding of mid to
late-main sequence B-type stars, and some inferences can al-
ready be made based on the basic analysis presented in this
paper.
Combining the 30 orbital solutions for new HgMn stars
with the 40 orbital solutions for known HgMn stars in the
9th Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binary Orbits (Pourbaix et
al. 2009), we have orbital period estimates for a total of 70
HgMn binaries. Of these systems, 57/70 (77%) have peri-
ods less than 75 days, 54/70 (74%) have periods less than
50 days, and 40/70 (57%) have periods less than 25 days.
This result is emphasized in the upper panel of Figure 14,
which shows that the distribution of orbital periods (exclud-
ing the 16 systems with P > 75 days) is strongly peaked in
the 5–10 day range. The previously suggested preference for
short orbital periods (Hubrig & Mathys 1995) is therefore
confirmed.
The lower panel of Figure 14 shows the distribution
of v sin i for HgMn stars, confirming that HgMn stars are
slow rotators as a rule. The overall average is <v sin i>=
28 km s−1 and the distribution is strongly peaked toward
v sin i∼ 20 km s−1. For comparison, the average v sin i of non-
supergiant, B7–A0, apparently chemically normal stars in-
cluded in the catalog of Abt, Levato & Grosso (2002) is
> 120 km s−1. The phenomenon of B-type stars exhibiting
HgMn abundance anomalies is therefore intimately linked
not only with their multiplicity but with their slow rota-
tion. These are key ingredients in the formation of HgMn
stars.
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